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In olden days it is difficult to book ticket in Indian Railways, to reserve a ticket the passenger needs
to go and stand in large queue, wait for a longtime, enquire the train timings, checking the
availability of ticket in Indian Railways time table, fill the application carefully and finally booking the
ticket. It is long process and requires a lot of patience.

But those days are long gone. Indian Railway introduced new systems with latest technology to visit
the time table of Indian Railways and book train tickets from home with your desktop or laptop.
Hereafter there is no need to dial to customer care and wait in queue for long time. The passengers
can verify the Indian Railways time table and check the availability of tickets through official website.

Indian Railways put forward the time table and updates it in regular interval for the convenience of
passengers. Online time table provides all information up to date to the needed ones. The specialty
of this online time table is that anyone can view it at anytime to book tickets. Follow the given steps
to visit the schedules of Indian Railways.

â€¢Visit the authorized site of Indian Railways IRCTC

â€¢Once you logged in enter the boarding and destination stations and get the Indian Railways
agenda and schedules of trains

â€¢Fill the details and pay through credit or debit card and get the PNR number.

Get the scheduled time table of Indian Railways.

In order to find the trainâ€™s time table follow the steps.

â€¢Visit the website trainenquiry.com/Schedule.aspx

â€¢Follow the Train Time Table link on the HOME page to have a look at Indian Railways time table.

â€¢Enter the train name or the train number exactly and enter submit or go.

â€¢This will redirect in to next page, where it demands the passenger to enter the train starting date
and enter GO. If you any doubt then use the help link provided in bottom if the page.

â€¢This next page will show you the entire time table of Indian Railways scheduled. To view the
running status of a particular train then follow the link below the time table.

â€¢Running status of a train is nothing but checking from which station to which station the train is
running.

The time table of Indian Railways contains schedules of all the trains running in India. So the
passengers can take a look at all the trains scheduled and running at present. This facility is
available 24 hours per day and this service can be used from anywhere in India. All you need is a
desktop or laptop with internet connectiv
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